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               Primary Demonstration School, Suan Sunandha   (  No.2) 

Rajabhat University 

Subject : English    class P.3 Teacher : Tippawon Patchana 

 

Name -------------------------------------------------------- 

 

P.3/-- No.---Date--------------------------------------------- 

     Past tense 

_______________________________________ 

I /He /She /It + was +adjective + yesterday. 

_______________________________________ 
 

He was sick yesterday. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I was clean yesterday. 

She was sad yesterday. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was happy yesterday. 

 

    

Look at each picture . Make sentence for each. Begin your 

sentence with he , she or it . Use the word given. 
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1.        She was happy yesterday.  

 

 

2. sad     ___________________________ 

      ____________________________ 

 

 

3.fine      ___________________________ 

      ____________________________ 

 

 

4.sick     ____________________________ 

      ____________________________ 

 

 

5. wet     ____________________________ 

      ____________________________ 

 

 

6. dry      ____________________________ 

      ____________________________ 

 

 

7. cold      ____________________________ 

      ____________________________ 

 

 

8. tired     ____________________________ 

      ____________________________ 
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9. bad     ____________________________ 

      ____________________________ 

 

 

10. happy      ____________________________ 

      ____________________________ 

 

 

11. hot      ____________________________ 

      ____________________________ 

 

      

12. cold      ____________________________ 

      ____________________________ 

 

Read each sentence once . Repeat it using the words in brackets. 

 

1. The boy was happy yesterday. ( girl , man , teacher ) 

2. She was sick yesterday . ( fine , wet , dry ) 

3. It was hot yesterday . ( cold , bad , good )  

4. I was sad yesterday. ( happy , sick , fine ) 

 Make a sentence as in the example.  

 _______________________________________________ 

Example: He is sad today.   = He was sad yesterday. 

_______________________________________________ 

 

1. He is sick today .   =____________________________ 

 

2. The rice is wet today.= _____________________________ 

 

3. The girl is happy today.=____________________________ 
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4. She is clean today.  =__________________________ 

 

5. It is hot today   =__________________________ 

 

6. The farmer is good today. =___________________________ 

 

7. His face is dirty today. =___________________________ 

 

8.I am happy today.  =___________________________ 

 

Exercise 1 Write a sentence as in the example  

_______________________________________________ 

Example : It is cold  today.   = It was cold yesterday. 

________________________________________________ 

1. She is wet today.   =__________________________ 

 

2. He is clean today.  =__________________________ 

 

3. The girl is dirty today. =__________________________ 

 

4. It is hot today.   =__________________________ 

 

5. The policeman is fine today.=_________________________ 

 

6. I am tired today.  =__________________________ 

 

7. She is happy today.  =__________________________ 

 

Exercise 2. Write the sentences again . Use He , She or It  

instead of the word or words in boldface. See Example . 

1. Peter is dirty today.  = He is dirty today. 
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2. The girl was sad yesterday. =________________________ 

 

3. The nurse is tired today.  =________________________ 

 

4. My horse is happy today.  =________________________ 

 

5. Malee was clean yesterday. =________________________ 

 

6. The man is cold today.  =________________________ 

 

7. The rice was good yesterday. =________________________ 

 

8. Mother was sick yesterday. =________________________ 

 

Exercise 3. Give the opposite. 

1. dirty  ≠______________  6. bad≠______________ 

 

2. hot  ≠______________  7. he ≠______________ 

 

3. father ≠______________  8. sad≠______________ 

 

4. today ≠______________  9. that≠______________ 

 

5. dry ≠ ______________   10. these≠_____________ 

 

Exercise 4. Arrange these words into sentences. 

1. is – She – today – sick 

____________________________________________ 

2. cat – was – My – happy – yesterday 

____________________________________________ 
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3. tired – is – today – He  

_____________________________________________ 

4. am – I – not – today – sick 

____________________________________________ 

5. cold – It – yesterday – was  

____________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________ 

We / You / They + were + adjective + yesterday  

_____________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We were rich yesterday. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You were happy yesterday. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You were bad yesterday. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

They were poor yesterday. 
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Look at each picture . Make a sentence for each. Use the words 

given. See number 1 . 

    

1.              You / sick  = You were sick yesterday. 

 

 

                                         _____________________________ 

2.   You / rich  = _____________________________ 

 

      

       ______________________________ 

3.               we / happy =_____________________________ 

 

       

       ______________________________ 

4.   They / sad  = _____________________________ 

 

 

       ______________________________ 

5. you / mad    =_______________________________ 

 

 

              ___________________________  

6.           They / fine    =  ____________________________ 

         

 

       ____________________________ 

7.                 we / wet =____________________________ 

 

       ____________________________ 

8.                we/poor  =____________________________ 
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Read each sentence once . Repeat it using the words in brackets. 

 

1. We were fine yesterday. ( sick , sad , happy ) 

2. You were poor yesterday. ( rich , mad , wet ) 

3. They were cold yesterday. ( dry , new , fat ) 

 

Make sentence as in example .  

_____________________________________________ 

Example: We were sick.  = Were we sick ?  

_____________________________________________ 

 

1. We were happy .   =______________________ 

 

2. You were mad.   =_______________________ 

 

3. They were sick.   =_______________________ 

 

4. The girls were fine.  =_______________________ 

 

5. The boys were rich.  =________________________ 

 

6. The men were tired.  =________________________ 

 

Exercise 5 Put was or were on the blank. 

1. The boy ________ wet yesterday. 

 

2. They ___________mad and sad . 

 

3. She _________ sick. 

 

4. It ________hot yesterday. 
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5. I __________ rich and happy. 

 

6. John ____________tired. 

 

7. Yesterday the jar _________ full. 

 

8. Ann and Mary __________ fine. 

 

9. The sacks ____________ empty. 

 

10. He _____________poor and dirty. 

 

Exercise 6 Choose the correct answer. 

1. I __________ rich today . ( is , was , am ) 

 

2. I _________ poor yesterday. ( were , was , am ) 

 

3. The girls __________happy today. ( were , are , is ) 

 

4. My house __________ clean today. ( is , was , are ) 

 

5. Today we ________ sick and tired. ( are , were , am ) 

 

6. Yesterday he __________ rich and happy . ( is , was , were ) 

 

7. The glasses ____________empty today. ( were , are , is ) 

 

8. The dog and the cat _________mad today.( is , were , was ) 

 

9. Those men __________ poor yesterday. ( were , are , was ) 
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10. That cart __________ clean yesterday. ( was , were , is ) 

 

Exercise 7. Complete each sentence with today or yesterday. 

1. She was sad ________________. 

 

2. It is cold __________________. 

 

3. My table is dirty _______________. 

 

4. Your hair was long _______________. 

 

5. The oxen were tired ______________. 

 

6.I am happy_______________. 

 

Exercise 8 Change these sentences into questions . 

1. She was wet yesterday. = Was she wet yesterday? 

 

2. He was mad yesterday. =___________________________ 

 

3. We were cold yesterday. =___________________________ 

 

4. You were sad yesterday. =___________________________ 

 

5. They were happy yesterday. =__________________________ 

 

6. Peter was rich yesterday. =___________________________ 

 

7. The cats were fine yesterday. =________________________ 
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8. Mary was sick yesterday. =___________________________ 

 

9. John was tired yesterday. =___________________________ 

 

10. The girls were good yesterday. 

=___________________________ 

 

Can you find the words? Circle and write them on the spaces given. 

 

D  M  R  I  C  H  F   P 1_____________ 6______________ 

I  X  H  N  M S  I  C  2_____________ 7_______________ 

R O  T  H   A T  N  L 3_____________ 8_______________ 

T  P  P  Q  U  P  E  E  4_____________ 9_______________ 

Y  L  S  P  O  O  R A  5_____________ 10_______________ 

F  S  Y  R  A  C  M  N 

U  T O  D  A  Y  A  O  

L  S X  Q  V  L   R  L  

L  T  H O  S  E  Y  T  

 

Look at each picture . Make a sentence. Use was or were correctly. 

Put last week at the end of each sentence. 

1. I / happy _________________________________________ 

      ________________________________________ 

 

2. You / rich________________________________________ 

                   ________________________________________ 

 

3.She / angry _______________________________________ 

                      _______________________________________ 
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4. They / bad _______________________________________ 

                     ________________________________________ 

 

5. It / fine _________________________________________ 

                  _________________________________________ 

 

6. The dogs / thin___________________________________ 

                            ___________________________________ 

 

7. The kittens / hungry_______________________________ 

                                    _______________________________ 

 

8. The ducklings / dirty ________________________________ 

     ________________________________ 

 

9. The desks / clean___________________________________ 

                               ___________________________________ 

 

10. This ceiling / good _________________________________ 

          ________________________________ 

 

11. We / poor _______________________________________ 

   _______________________________________ 

 

12. He / sorry _______________________________________ 

   _______________________________________ 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Was + noun + adjective?  Yes, he / she / it was . 

       No, he / she / it was not .( wasn’t) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     

      Was the man happy? Yes , he was . 

 

         Was the woman sleepy? Yes, she was. 

          

  Was the cat afraid? No, it wasn’t . 

 

                   Was the girl sad?  No, she wasn’t.  

 

Ask a question and answer it . 

1.      chick / small.   

      Was the chick small ?          Yes, it was. 

       

 

2.              chicken / fat  

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

 

3.    boy / lazy 

       

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

4.  

   knife / sharp 

 

________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 
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5.   knife / dull 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

 

6.    chocolate / delicious 

 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

7.     bicycle /good 

 

______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

 

8.    window / bad 

 

_________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________ 

 

9.     

   nurse / happy 

 

__________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________ 

 

10.   driver / sad 

 

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________ 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Were + noun + adjective?  Yes, we / you / they were. 

       No, we / you  / they were not .( weren’t) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1.  

   Were the pencils sharp? Yes, they were . 

 

2.             Were the knives dull?    Yes, they were. 

 

 

3.        

    Were the mangoes  high? 

   No, they weren’t . They were low. 

 

Look at each picture , then finish each sentences. 

   _______________________________ 

1.   ________________________________? 

    _____________________________ 

   Yes,______________________________ 

 

2.    ________________________ 

   ________________________green? 

    __________________________ 

   Yes___________________________ 

 

3.    _______________________ 

   ____________________happy? 

 

   ___________________________ 

   No, ________________________ 
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4.     ____________________________ 

    _______________________thin? 

    ____________________________ 

    No, _________________________ 

5.      

    ______________________________ 

    __________________________bad? 

 

    ____________________________ 

    ______________________________ 

Choose the best answer. 

1. The chocolate was _____________( good , afraid , lazy) 

2. Bob was a lazy ______________( knife , father , chair) 

3.Was that chair __________? ( sad , happy , bad ) 

4. was the glass ___________? ( hungry , afraid , good ) 

5. That was a sick ______________. ( lion , book , pencil ) 

6. This knife was _____________> ( dull , rich , diligent ) 

7. The ____________( chicken , rose , ceiling ) was afraid. 

8. This ____________( chimney , chin , cake ) was delicious. 

9. The lion’s ___________( tail , tooth , nose ) was sharp. 

10. His mother was _____________( delicious , thin , round ) 

 

Look at each picture . Write a question and an answer. Use the 

words given. 

1.    Was the man afraid? 

   Yes , he was.   

     

man/ afraid   

2.    _____________________________? 

 

   dog / fat  ___________________________   
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3.         ________________________________? 

     

 woman/ sick ________________________________ 

4.  

    ________________________________? 

    

   boy / lazy      _________________________________ 

5. 

    ________________________________? 

 

  girl / thin  ________________________________ 

 

 Rearrange these words into sentences. 

1. is – He – driver – a  

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

2. sick – yesterday – She – was  

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

3. man – Was – happy – the  

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

4. was – No , - not – he  

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

5. afraid – duckling – The – was  

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 
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Exercise. Match the pictures with the questions . 

(a) ___ 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) ____ (c)___ 

 

 

 

 

(d)___ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(e)____ (f)___ 

(g)__ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(h)___ (i)___ 

 

1.Were the women happy? 

2. Were the girls sad? 

3. Were the mice afraid? 

4. Were the apples big? 

5. Were the cakes small? 

6. Were the men sitting? 

7. Was the knife dull ? 

8. Were the mangoes low?          9. Was the waiter sleepy? 
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Look at each picture. Write a sentence to describe it. Use the 

sentences given. 

Were the cats afraid?  Were the boys happy? 

Were the women hungry? Were the nurses busy? 

Were the lions angry?  Were the chocolates good? 
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Choose the best answer. 

1. Was _________sad? ( she , you , they ) 

2. Were ________sick yesterday? ( he , they , it ) 

3. Were the ________ afraid? ( man , girl , men ) 

4. Was the ________ fat ? ( student , mice , pigs ) 

5. _______ is a rich woman. ( She , He , I ) 

6. They are good _________ ( pen , book , chairs) 

7. It is a fat ___________( lions , kitten , ducklings) 

8. He is a small __________ ( boy , girl , woman )  

9. Were the roses ___________? ( sleepy , hungry , big ) 

10. Was the __________ sorry ?  ( handbag , barber , cake ) 

11. Was the ______ ___ sleepy ? ( boy , ceiling , bed ) 

12. was the homework ___________? ( hard , busy , high ) 

13. _________ the beach clean yesterday ? ( Was , Were , Is ) 

14. __________these watches new? ( Was , Were , Is ) 

15. Were those __________ rich ? (  tigers , men , hears) 

 

Use the same letters to make a new word. Then use it to complete 

each sentence. 

1. net ________   6. end _________ 

2. on _________   7. tar __________ 

3. top _________   8. nap__________ 

4. eat_________   9. ton __________ 

5. read _________  10. name ___________ 

 

1. Are you a teacher?  _______I’m not. I’m a student . 

2. The water in the__________is hot. 

3.The bear is sleeping in its _________ 

4. Are the boys sick? No, they’re _________ 

5.  May I drink a cup of ______ ? 

6.I have __________ fingers in all . 
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7.We love you our _______ mother . 

8. A ________is afraid of a cat. 

9. This lion has long __________ 

10. The egg is in the ____________ 

 

Find a word in A that rhymes with a word in B . 

   A       B 

_____1. rice        a. teach 

_____2. bat        b. nice 

_____3.  king       c. hat 

_____4. beach      d. toy 

_____5. boy       e. ring 

_____6. rake       f. bad 

_____7. sad       g. angry 

_____8. hungry     h. smooth 

_____9. park       i. cake  

_____10. tooth      j. men      k. bark 

 

Write ten words . Use the letters in the square. Every word must 

have the letter E 

    M  C  S 

      

    O  E   R 

 

    H  I   N 

     

1.______________   6________________ 

2_______________   7_________________ 

3_______________   8_________________ 

4_______________   9.________________ 

5.______________   10._______________   
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_______________________________________________ 

Subject + had + noun + yesterday. 

________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

I had a mango yesterday.  It had a cub yesterday.  

 

 

 

 

Peter had  a box yesterday.       They had horses yesterday. 

 

 

 

You had a doll yesterday. 

 

Look at each picture. make a sentence for each. Use the words 

given.  

 

1.              We had bicycles.  

       

 We / bicycles 

 

2.       ____________________________ 

      ____________________________ 

        The hen / chicks 
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3.       ____________________________ 

  It / a cub  ____________________________ 

 

 

4.  

          _____________________________ 

The monkey / banana         ______________________________ 

 

 

5.                   _____________________________ 

  You / mangoes      _____________________________

            

 

6.       

      ____________________________ 

   They / big pencil   ____________________________ 

 

 

7.  

     _____________________________ 

     I / an apple   ____________________________ 

 

8.  

     _____________________________ 

   He / big car               _____________________________ 
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Read each sentence once . Repeat it using the words in brackets. 

 

1. I had a big banana yesterday. ( You , She , He ) 

2.We had mangoes yesterday. ( They , The girls , Peter) 

3. The lion had a cub yesterday. ( tiger , fox , bear) 

 

Make a sentence as in the example . 

______________________________________________ 

 example : I have a red pen today. = I had a red pen yesterday. 

_______________________________________________ 

 

1. She has a banana today. 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

2. It has a chain today. 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

 

3. He has a pencil today. 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

4. You have a bicycle today. 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

5. They have red apples today. 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

6. This hen has chicks today. 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 
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7. That lion has a cub today. 

____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

 

Exercise 1. Put today or yesterday on the blank. 

1. I have a green apple__________________. 

2. Malee has a big car_________________. 

3.They had two cubs ____________. 

4. You had a school bag___________. 

5. We have many mangoes______________. 

6. She had a horse ________________. 

7. Mrs. Green had a red skirt_______________. 

8. The boys have white socks_______________. 

9. That hen has three chicks _______________. 

10. I had a small gun ______________. 

 

Exercise 2 Choose the best answer. 

1 Today Mr.Black _________ a red car. ( have , has , had ) 

2. Mary ___________ long hair yesterday. (have , has , had ) 

3. They ____________ many oxen yesterday. ( have , had , were ) 

4. He ____________ a box of apples today . ( is , has , had ) 

5. You ____________ wet yesterday. ( were , are , had ) 

6. John and Bob ____________ a bicycle yesterday .  

 ( had , were , have ) 

7. I __________ not dirty today . ( have , am , was ) 

8. You and I ____________ sick yesterday. ( are , were , had ) 

9. She ____________ happy today. ( is , has , are ) 

10. Mother and father ___________ eating together. 

 ( is , are , have ) 
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Exercise 3 Arrange these words into sentences. 

 

1. had – You – gun – a – yesterday  

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

2. a – She – today –m car – has  

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

3. had – Mary – horse – yesterday – a 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

4. house - - My – clean – today – is  

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

5. sick – He – yesterday – was  

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
Can you answer this crossword? Use the pictures as your guide. 

 
1  2  3  4    9 

      7  5   

    5       

        8   
2           

    6  7  8   

           

 3  6        

        9   

 4          
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Past tense of verbs  run , sit , sing 

 

  What did this dog do yesterday? 

  It ran to the bridge. 

     

    What did Aunt Susan do yesterday? 

     She sang a song on the stage. 

 

           What did the farmer do yesterday?    

            He sat under a coconut tree. 

 

Answer these question from the words given. 

1.What did the girls do yesterday? ( ate lunch ) 

________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

 

2.What did Alice do yesterday?  ( sat on a sofa) 

________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

 

3. What did Aunt Betty do last week ? ( sang a song ) 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

 

4. What did Jack and Jill do last week ? ( swam in the river ) 

________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

 

5. What did these girls do last Sunday? ( drank milk ) 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 
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6. What did the teachers do yesterday? ( stood at the gate ) 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

 

7. What did this cat do last night? ( ran after a rat) 

________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

 

8. What did Mrs. Green do yesterday? ( held her daughter) 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

 

Exercise 1. Write the second word. 

 

1. run   =____________ 2. sing =____________ 

3. drop  =____________ 4. drink =____________ 

5. hold   =____________ 6. eat =____________ 

7. sit  =____________ 8. swim =____________ 

9. stand  =____________ 10. make =____________ 

11. see  =____________ 12. fly =____________ 

13. want  =____________ 14. look =____________ 

15. reach  =____________ 16. flap =____________ 

17. think  =____________ 18. get =____________ 

19. pick  =____________ 20. come  =____________ 
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Write new sentences as in number 1 . Use the words given. Use he 

, she , it or they in your answer. 

 

1. The buffaloes run to the field. 

    They ran to the field. 

2. The girl holds a doll 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

 

3. The crocodiles swim in a river. 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

 

4. The grocer sleeps at the desk . 

__________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

 

5. Mr. Johnson drinks beer. 

__________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

 

6. Aunt Sally makes my dress. 

__________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

 

7. Betty sells eggs in the market. 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 
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8. Bob and Peter sweeps the ground . 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

 

Write a sentence as in B See example  

Example : I ate a big apple.  = Did I eat a big apple ? 

1. Mary stood outside the bedroom. 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

2. Father and Mother sat in the living room . 

_________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

3. Susan sang a song. 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

4. The farmer sat under a coconut tree. 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

5. You held a big basket. 

_________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

6. An eel swam in a pond. 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

7. We drank coffee. 

__________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

8. The woman swept the floor. 

__________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 
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9. John sold his car. 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

 

10. My sister made a dress. 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

Choose the best answer. 

 

1. Yesterday we ___________ lunch late ( eat , eats , ate ) 

2. She __________ to school every day. ( run , runs , ran ) 

3. The crocodiles ________in the river every day.  

( swim , swims , swam ) 

4. I ______ my bedroom every morning. ( sweep , sweeps , swept) 

5.She ________ a cake yesterday. ( make , makes , made ) 

6. They __________ beer last night . ( drink , drinks , drank) 

7.Did you _______ a new dress? ( buy , buys , bought) 

8. ________ sit on a sofa. ( We , He , She ) 

9. Many girls sell fruit _____________.  

( yesterday , every day , last week) 

 

Rewrite each sentence . Put yesterday at the end of each 

sentence. 

1. Alice cuts a big apple today. 

    Alice cut a big apple yesterday. 

2. Peter hits a small dog today. 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

3. I hurt my thumb today. 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 
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4. This car costs much today. 

__________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

 

5. Do you put sugar in my coffee today? 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

6. Does this T.V. cost much today? 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

7. You hit this baby goat today. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

8. they cut the coconut trees today. 

_____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

Choose the  best answer . 

1. Her sister cuts  a dress every day. ( cut , cuts ) 

2. She __________ her eye yesterday . ( hurt , hurts ) 

3. Alice _________ her brother today. ( hit , hits ) 

4. We ___________ flowers in the vase yesterday . ( put , puts ) 

5. That bicycle ___________ me much last week. ( cost , costs ) 

6. Did he ___________ the stick ?  ( cut , cuts ) 

7. Did you ____________ him yesterday? ( hurt , hurts ) 

8. It ____________ its tail every day. ( hurt , hurts ) 

9. The farmer _____________ the rice in a sack yesterday. 

      ( put , puts ) 

10. Aunt Sally ____________ me a blouse last week . ( cut , cuts ) 
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You have two ladder to climb up . On ladder A write names of  

food . On ladder B write names of things . Use the words in the 

box . 

 

 

 

ice-cream fish   mango exercise book  desk 

ruler  orange  bicycle table    pencil 

paper  bread chairs jar    grape 

house  eggs  cake  school bag  apple 

banana  butter  jug 

 

Ladder A        Ladder B 

 

----------------------     ----------------------

 ----------------------   ---------------------- 

----------------------     ---------------------- 

 ----------------------   ---------------------- 

----------------------     ---------------------- 

 ----------------------   ---------------------- 

----------------------     ---------------------- 

 ----------------------   ---------------------- 

----------------------     ---------------------- 

 ----------------------   ---------------------- 

----------------------     ---------------------- 

 ----------------------   ---------------------- 


